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Automatic indexing of two-dimensional patterns in reciprocal space
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An indispensable part of the structure determination of crystalline two-dimensional (2D) materials and
epitaxial thin films is the correct indexing of the acquired diffraction patterns. In our previous work, we described
an effective algorithm to determine the 3D unit-cell parameters of complex systems comprising different
orientations and polymorphs. In this work, we adapt the indexing method to 2D lattices in reciprocal space. An-
alyzing low-energy electron diffraction and Fourier-transformed scanning tunneling microscopy measurements,
the method is exemplarily applied to thin films of conjugated molecules like 3,4:9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic
dianhydride (PTCDA), 6,13-pentacenequinone (P2O), and vanadyl phthalocyanine (VOPc) grown by physical
vapor deposition on Ag(111). In all cases unit cells (rhomboids) along with their sixfold rotationally or mirror
symmetric counterparts are determined. The already known commensurate epitaxial relationship is reproduced
for PTCDA on Ag(111), demonstrating the validity of our method. In the case of P2O/Ag(111) a point-on-line
epitaxial condition is found. Our algorithm can be equally well applied to all kinds of 2D patterns in reciprocal
space where a crystallographic indexing is required, e.g., electron diffraction data [such as transmission electron
diffraction, selected area electron diffraction (SAED)] and fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) of scanning probe
images. To demonstrate this aspect, we evaluate FFTs of scanning tunneling microscopy data for stacked
VOPc/PTCDA heteroepitaxial layers on Ag(111) as well as SAED data of an epitaxial TiO2/LaAlO3(100)
heterostructure in cross section.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.104.195402

I. INTRODUCTION

Crystal structure identification of both thin organic and
inorganic films, especially two-dimensional (2D) materials
beyond graphene, attracts considerable interest, amongst oth-
ers, in potential electronic applications and pharmaceutical
science [1–10]. The presence of a single crystalline substrate
surface during the crystallization process can induce new
types of molecular or atomic packing because the substrate
tends to act as a template for the crystallization process.
This becomes especially severe in cases where the respec-
tive bulk crystal does not contain lattice planes in which the
molecules lie (almost) flat. In such cases, often a substrate-
induced growth is observed, where the first monolayer is
characterized by molecules lying flat on the surface [11–16].
Further, if molecular crystals are epitaxially grown on single-
crystalline substrates, multiple preferred orientations of the
adsorbate, several symmetry-related in-plane alignments, and
the emergence of unknown polymorphs can occur [17–20].
For inorganic epitaxial layers also unknown surface-induced
polymorphs are frequently observed, such as the formation
of a 2D network consisting of so-called blue phosphorene
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and gold linker atoms [8] or the growth of a strained silicene
monolayer on Au(111) [9].

Crystal structure solutions from thin films are often per-
formed by x-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments. The analysis
of such diffraction patterns relies on the indexing of the
obtained reflexes to determine the reduced unit cells of the
crystallographic lattice. For 3D patterns, a manifold of algo-
rithms and automatic software packages exist, mainly tailored
to single crystal diffraction [21–25]. In previous work, we
described an algorithm that proved effective for thin film
analysis, where unit cells in various orientations and/or with
different lattice parameters were analyzed [16,26].

For studying epitaxial growth, the molecular or atomic
layers and their relation to the substrate has gained special
interest [27]. For this purpose, surface-sensitive methods, such
as low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and scanning tun-
neling microscopy (STM), are especially suited when the first
monolayer (contact layer) is of interest, while x-ray based
methods typically require a larger volume of scattering ma-
terial.

LEED experiments use a collimated electron beam incident
on the sample. Because of the low energy of the electrons (typ-
ically 20–200 eV), the electrons only penetrate a few atomic
layers into the sample [28,29] and are scattered mostly elasti-
cally by the surface atoms (nonelastically scattered electrons
can be filtered out by special grids). Therefore, the diffraction
pattern depends only on the 2D crystal structure of the sample,
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containing diffraction reflexes from both the adlayer and the
single crystalline substrate surface in the case of thin films
of only a few monolayers in thickness. The intensities of the
various diffracted beams can, in principle, be recorded as a
function of the incident electron beam energy to generate so-
called I-V curves (also known as dynamical LEED [30,31]),
which, by comparison with theoretical curves, may provide
accurate information on atomic positions. However, dynamic
scattering calculations usually require periodic boundary con-
ditions (and are hence tailored to commensurate registries)
[8,32], because noncommensurate epitaxial relations imply an
unmanageable number of different multiple scattering paths.
Yet, applying geometrical LEED theory, the analysis of the
spot positions yields valuable information on the size, sym-
metry, and rotational alignment of the adsorbate unit cell with
respect to the substrate unit cell, and is further able to include
multiple scattering effects. In the case of distortion-corrected
LEED which we generally apply here, those lattice parameters
can be determined with high precision (accuracy of measured
lattice constants ≈1% or better) [33,34]. However, geometri-
cal LEED analysis is not sufficient to unequivocally deduce
the content of the unit cell which often comprises several
atoms and/or molecules. Therefore, an insightful structural
analysis of ultrathin molecular films requires the combination
of reciprocal space methods (LEED, electron diffraction in
electron microscopy, XRD) and real space methods, favorably
in the form of scanning probe techniques. STM or atomic
force microscopy (AFM) performed with functionalized tips
provide images of solid surfaces with molecular or even
atomic resolution and allow for an unambiguous elucidation
of the unit cell content [35–37]. On the downside, it is almost
impossible to calibrate such apparatuses to the required lateral
precision of 1% or better. Yet, as we and others have shown in
the literature [14,38–41], this limitation can be circumvented
by analyzing the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of said images.
Then, either the FFT contains reflexes of the a priori known
substrate surface which allow for an a posteriori calibration
of the image, or the FFT can be scaled by means of a LEED
image of the same sample. The first case is especially valuable
when the sample contains only small domains of different
polymorphs simultaneously, such that LEED does not yield
conclusive results. Nevertheless, in both cases an indexing of
the FFT is highly beneficial.

Yet another very important experimental method for char-
acterizing lattice alignment is transmission electron diffrac-
tion (TED), often performed in the variant of selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) within a transmission electron
microscope (TEM), operated with an electron energy of 100–
300 keV. This technique proved to be especially useful for the
site-specific analysis of crystalline materials [42,43]. Com-
pared to LEED, the results are similar insofar as a direct
image of the reciprocal space is obtained. However, TED and
SAED typically suffer much less from image distortions than
LEED.

In this work, we adapt our previously described algorithm
for indexing grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXD) pat-
terns [26] to 2D reciprocal patterns. The usual approach to
indexing 2D reciprocal lattices relies heavily on educated
guesses, trial and error, as well as the intuition and experience

FIG. 1. Substances used as adlayers in this work. (a) P2O,
(b) PTCDA, (c) VOPc (top view and side view), (d) TiO2 (anatase).
The color code of the atoms is displayed in the legend.

of the experimenter, which we attempt to replace by a more
systematic and less subjective approach. For this purpose, po-
tential solutions within certain boundary conditions are tested.
While, in principle, those can be chosen loosely to allow for
a more extensive screening, they are necessary in practice to
reduce computational costs to a reasonable level as well as to
rule out unit cells that are of unrealistic size.

Our method is exemplarily applied to LEED patterns
of monolayers of conjugated molecules like 3,4:9,10-
perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA, CAS No.:
128-69-8) and 6,13-pentacenequinone (P2O, CAS No.: 3029-
32-1) grown by physical vapor deposition on Ag(111). As an
example for the analysis of FFTs of scanning probe images
we discuss the case of stacked heteroepitaxial monolayers of
vanadyl phthalocyanine (VOPc, CAS No.: 13930-88-6) on
PTCDA on Ag(111). Finally, we demonstrate the indexing
of SAED patterns on the example of a cross section of an
anatase (TiO2, CAS No.: 1317-70-0) thin film, epitaxially
grown on a LaAlO3(100) substrate. The chemical structures
of the substances used as adlayers in this work are depicted in
Fig. 1.
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II. METHODS

A. Fundamentals

For the following mathematical treatise, a crystal-fixed
Cartesian coordinate system is assumed such that the real-
space lattice vector a0 is aligned in the x axis and b0 lies in
the xy plane; a, b, and γ are the parameters of the direct unit
cell (rhomboid).

Then the reciprocal lattice vector g with its Laue indices h
and k can be represented by the equation

g =
(

gx

gy

)
= A∗

0

(
h

k

)
. (1)

The matrix A∗
0 is given as

A∗
0 =

(
2π
a 0

− 2π cos γ

a sin γ
2π

b sin γ

)
. (2)

When the Laue condition is fulfilled, i.e., scattering vector
q = g, diffraction can be observed.

In the real space, A0 characterizes the matrix of the lattice
vectors a0 and b0, which is in the nonrotated system given by

A0 =
(

a0

b0

)
=

(
a 0

b cos γ b sin γ

)
(3)

The area A of the rhomboid can be calculated by

A = det(A0) = ab sin γ . (4)

Equations (2) and (3) are connected via

A0 = 2πA∗−1
0 . (5)

Additionally, a rotational component in the xy plane has to
be considered. Then, the reciprocal vector g = (gx, gy)T can
be expressed as

g = R(ϕ)A∗
0

(
h

k

)
, (6)

where R(ϕ) performs a rotation in the xy plane counterclock-
wise by an angle ϕ and is explicitly written as

R(ϕ) =
(

cos ϕ − sin ϕ

sin ϕ cos ϕ

)
. (7)

From Eq. (6), using Eq. (5), it follows that(
h

k

)
= A∗−1

0 R(ϕ)Tg = A∗−1g = 1

2π
A0R(ϕ)Tg (8)

A∗ = (a∗, b∗) is explicitly written as

A∗ =
(

2π
a sin γ

sin (γ + ϕ) − 2π
b sin γ

sin ϕ

− 2π
a sin γ

cos (γ + ϕ) 2π
b sin γ

cos ϕ

)
. (9)

With

A = A0R(ϕ)T, (10)

Eq. (6) can be equivalently expressed as

Ag =
(

a

b

)
g = 2π

(
h

k

)
, (11)

FIG. 2. Schematic two-dimensional unit cell (rhomboid) of
PTCDA/Ag(111) (a) in real space and (b) in reciprocal space. The
used grid represents the laboratory coordinate system.

where a and b are the rotated lattice vectors. A can be explic-
itly written as

A =
(

a

b

)
=

(
a cos ϕ a sin ϕ

b cos (γ + ϕ) b sin (γ + ϕ)

)
(12)

with the relations |a| = a, |b| = b and a · b/(ab) = cos γ . For
a phase shift of 180° of either the lattice vectors a and b
[i.e., ϕ → ϕ + π in Eq. (12)] or the reciprocal vector g, for
the Laue indices in Eq. (11) the following transformations
are valid: h → −h and k → −k. In Fig. 2, the unit cells are
schematically shown for the real and reciprocal space, using
the lattice parameters of PTCDA.

If two reciprocal vectors g1 and g2 are given, Eq. (11) can
be expanded to the following relation:

G
(

a

b

)T

= GAT = 2πHT, (13)
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where

G =
(

gx1 gy1

gx2 gy2

)
, (14)

and (hi, ki ) are the corresponding pairs of Laue indices with

H =
(

h1 h2

k1 k2

)
. (15)

Equation (13) can be equivalently expressed as

AT = 2πG−1HT (16)

Furthermore, as the area A = det(A) = det(A0), the fol-
lowing relation for the determinants of G and H is valid:

|det(G)| = (2π )2|det(H )|/A. (17)

B. Reduced unit cell (rhomboid)

If a and b are the lattice vectors of the reduced cell (rhom-
boid), then every linear combination a′ and b′ of these vectors,
mathematically expressed as A′ = (a′, b′)T = NA, can be re-
garded as superlattice. N is the transformation matrix, which
is explicitly written as

N =
(

n11 n12

n21 n22

)
, (18)

where ni j are integers.
Considering Eqs. (8) and (6), the following relations are

valid:

A′ = NA = 2πNA∗−1 = 2πA∗′−1 ⇔ A∗ = A∗′N, (19)

A∗
(

h

k

)
= A∗′N

(
h

k

)
= A∗′

(
h′

k′

)
⇒

(
h′

k′

)
= N

(
h

k

)
, (20)

where h′ and k′ are the Laue indices in the transformed system.
Thus, the transformation N that converts the lattice vectors is
the same that converts the Laue indices in the reciprocal space.

The unit cell vectors must be solutions to all reciprocal
vectors gi, which, according to Eq. (11) can be written as

Agi = 2πhi, (21)

where gi = (gxi, gyi )T and hi = (hi, ki )T.
From Eq. (16) it can be deduced that 2πG−1m, the product

of the inverse matrix of two reciprocal vectors with a vector
m, consisting of a doublet of arbitrary integers (m1, m2), leads
to a vector of the reduced cell, if m matches (h1, h2)T or
(k1, k2)T. If a transformation matrix N exists so that m equals
N(h1, h2)T or N(k1, k2)T, a vector of a superlattice is obtained.
According to Eq. (17), it is favorable to select two reciprocal
vectors whose matrix results in a determinant which equals
±1. Otherwise, Eq. (21) may not be valid for all recipro-
cal vectors. The reduced rhomboid is obtained by choosing
the two shortest vectors which are not collinear and whose
scalar products with all reciprocal vectors yield integers. This
reduced rhomboid is equivalent to the Buerger cell in the
three-dimensional case [44]. Analogously, the Niggli criteria
[45] can be adapted to the two-dimensional case:

a � b and b|cos γ | � a

2
. (22)

C. Indexing

We suggest the following procedure for indexing an un-
known 2D crystalline system represented by a discrete set of
reflections:

(1) Pairs of reciprocal vectors in all possible combinations
are formed, i.e., if n vectors are given, these are n!

(n−2)!2! =
n(n−1)

2 pairs (g1, g2), where g1 and g2 are any two reciprocal
vectors. According to Eq. (17), if the pair corresponds to
a unit rhomboid, the determinant of its matrix is indirectly
proportional to the area of this rhomboid, if the determi-
nant of the matrix of the corresponding Laue indices equals
± 1. According to Eq. (14), the selected pairs of reciprocal
vectors are combined to matrices. If they belong to the same
system, their inverse matrices multiplied with the vectors of
the corresponding Laue indices will result in the vectors of the
rhomboid [cf. Eq. (16)]. This can be achieved by multiplying
the inverse matrices G−1 with vectors 2π (m1, m2)T, where the
integers mi are systematically varied in a reasonable range of
Laue indices (e.g., between −5 and 5). Then, lattice vectors of
the rhomboid and of its superlattices are obtained. The vectors
are sorted according to their lengths, and in ascending order,
two vectors, which are not collinear, are selected. Chosen
boundary conditions, e.g., for the expected vector lengths, and
the inequalities (22) restrict the possible solutions.

(2) The tentative cell matrices are multiplied with all re-
ciprocal vectors. If the scalar products yield integers [i.e., the
corresponding Laue indices according to Eq. (21)], the matri-
ces and reciprocal vectors belong to the same system. Due to
experimental uncertainties, error intervals must be considered.
For a system of reciprocal vectors, the rhomboid with the
smallest deviations from integers will be chosen. Solutions
with a larger number of associated reciprocal vectors will be
preferred.

(3) From the cell matrix, the cell parameters a, b, and γ as
well as the angle ϕ can be obtained [cf. Eq. (12)]. According
to Eq. (16), the unit cell vectors can be calculated from every
linearly independent pair of reciprocal lattice vectors of the
same system. This redundancy can be used to determine mean
values and standard deviations of the unit cell parameters. Fur-
thermore, the matrix of the unit cell vectors can be optimized
using various procedures (see the Supplemental Material).

In passing we note that the only required input from a
measurement is the pattern of the reciprocal lattice (i.e., the
spot positions with the coordinates qx and qy in units of Å−1),
independent of the way those data were obtained (except
for the calibration and experimental resolution, of course).
However, a useful strategy to greatly increase the precision
is to exploit the a priori known properties, if any, of the
system (e.g., minimum and/or maximum values for the lattice
constants and the area of the unit cell).

D. Multiple scattering

In indexing LEED data, a special challenge arises due to
multiple scattering [30,46] which occurs much less frequently
in GIXD [47]. This can be rationalized by the much lower
scattering cross section of x rays as compared to electrons
[48]. If the reciprocal vector g has components of both the
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adsorbate and the substrate, it can be written as follows:

g = a∗
a ha + b∗

aka + a∗
s hs + b∗

s ks, (23)

where a∗
a , b∗

a and a∗
s , b∗

s are the reciprocal lattice vectors and
ha, ka and hs, ks are the Laue indices of the adsorbate and
the substrate, respectively. As the reciprocal lattice vectors
of the substrate can be determined independently, in a “first
guess” the reciprocal vectors of the adsorbate are determined
assuming scattering of zeroth order, i.e., hs = ks = 0. Then,
the Laue indices are chosen so that the residual error for
each measured reciprocal vector q is as small as possible. As
Eq. (23) can be expressed as

a∗
a ha + b∗

aka = g′ = g − a∗
s hs − b∗

s ks, (24)

a∗
a and b∗

a can be optimized as in the previous case. At room
temperature, the lattice parameters for Ag(111) are as = bs =
2.888 Å and γs = 120◦ (sometimes, 60° is used instead). The
angle ϕs must be determined experimentally, using diffraction
reflections of the substrate.

The reciprocal vectors of the adsorbate and substrate can
linearly combine so that in real space they give rise to su-
per cells. Our indexing algorithm may find such super cells,
but they usually possess only few numbers of associated re-
ciprocal lattice vectors in comparison with the reduced cell
of the adsorbate. In periodic overlayers on hexagonal metal
substrates, as in the case of Ag(111), these super cells result
in periodic Moiré patterns when imaged in real space, and in
satellite spots around the adsorbate lattice spots in LEED or
in the respective FFT of the real space image.

E. Epitaxy matrix

In organic systems, the epitaxial growth of molecular
overlayers depends on a delicate balance of weak nonco-
valent interactions between the molecules in the overlayer
and interactions of various kinds between the molecules
and the substrate, with strongly varying strengths. For inor-
ganic adsorbates, the same holds true, albeit with covalent
adsorbate-adsorbate interactions being involved typically to
a greater extent. Usually, the limiting cases of physisorption
and chemisorption are distinguished [49–52]. The large size
and typical low symmetry of the unit cells often prohibit
commensurism where each molecule of the overlayer re-
sides on symmetry equivalent substrate lattice sites. However,
other degrees of registry are well known to occur frequently,
especially on-line coincidences. For a recent review and
classification, see Ref. [27]. A 2D matrix can be used that
describes the epitaxial interface. For the epitaxy matrix M,

M =
(

M11 M12

M21 M22

)
, (25)

the following relation is valid:(
aa

ba

)
= Aa = MAs = M

(
as

bs

)
, (26)

where aa and ba are the lattice vectors of the adsorbate (molec-
ular overlayer), and as and bs are the lattice vectors of the
substrate, and Aa and As the associated matrices [cf. Eq. (12)].

As A−1
s = 1

2π
A∗

s , from Eq. (26), the following relation can be
deduced:

M = 1

2π
AaA∗

s . (27)

Using Eqs. (9) and (12), this can be explicitly written as

M =
( aa

as sin γs
sin (γs − �ϕ) aa

bs sin γs
sin �ϕ

ba
as sin γs

sin (γs − γa − �ϕ) ba
bs sin γs

sin (γa + �ϕ)

)
(28)

with �ϕ = ϕa − ϕs. Then, for the determinant det(M) the
following expression is valid:

det(M) = aaba sin γa

asbs sin γs
. (29)

From Eq. (28) the following relations can be derived:

cot �ϕ = cot γs + M11

M12

as

bs sin γs
, (30)

cot (γa + �ϕ) = cot γs + M21

M22

as

bs sin γs
, (31)

aa = M12
bs sin γs

sin �ϕ
, (32)

and

ba = M22
bs sin γs

sin (γa + �ϕ)
. (33)

If M21 = 0, it follows that �ϕ = 0 and aa = M11as sin γs.
Hence, knowing the elements of the epitaxy matrix and the
lattice parameters of the substrate, allows calculating the lat-
tice parameters of the adsorbate and the azimuthal angle �ϕ.

In the case of commensurism (“point-on-point” epitaxy),
all elements of the matrix are integers. Therefore, each lattice
vector of the adsorbate is a linear combination of the substrate
lattice vectors with integer coefficients. Higher order com-
mensurism (HOC) is similar, yet at least one element of the
matrix is a (noninteger) rational number, while an adsorbate
supercell (i.e., a reasonably small number of connected prim-
itive adsorbate unit cells) can be found whose epitaxy matrix
consists of integers only. Commensurism and HOC both im-
ply that the substrate lattice and the adsorbate lattice have two
linearly independent common periodicities. Aside from those,
the so-called on-line coincidences (OLC) are characterized by
a match of adsorbate and substrate lattices in just one direction
[27]. This can be best visualized by the method of projecting
the adsorbate lattice points onto one substrate unit cell [27,53].
On the one hand, the projection patterns of commensurate
and HOC registries are discrete sets of equidistant points. For
OLC registries, on the other hand, the projected adsorbate
lattice points run along equidistant lines, hence the name “on-
line coincident”. In all these cases, only specific parts of the
substrate unit cell are accessible by adsorbate lattice points,
which gives rise to the avoidance of energetically unfavorable
adsorption sites. It can be shown mathematically that even
epitaxy matrices consisting of four irrational elements can
satisfy, under well-defined circumstances, the conditions of an
on-line coincidence [27]. Therefore, it is not always obvious
to either recognize or rule out an OLC registry merely based
on the appearance of the epitaxy matrix elements.
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TABLE I. Parameters used for the deposition of the molecular
films, including the temperatures of the substrate and effusion cell
during deposition, the deposition time and whether an additional
annealing step was performed.

Molecule Tsubstrate (K) Tsource (K) tdeposition (min) annealing

PTCDA/Ag(111)
PTCDA 296 630 8 yes

P2O/Ag(111)
P2O 300 450 10 no

VOPc/PTCDA/Ag(111)
PTCDA 296 630 8 yes
VOPc ≈80 610 10 yes

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Depositions of organic films were carried out in ultra-
high vacuum environments with a base pressure lower than
5 × 10−10 mbar. The silver single crystal (MaTecK GmbH)
was prepared by repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering at 700 eV
with incident angles of ±45° relative to the surface normal
and subsequent annealing at 770 K. A sufficient surface qual-
ity was confirmed by means of LEED before deposition of
the molecular films. P2O (Sigma Aldrich), PTCDA (Sigma
Aldrich), and VOPc (Aldrich) were purchased and purified
by temperature-gradient vacuum sublimation using a DSU-05
(CreaPhys GmbH) prior to use. Layer deposition was done
from shutter-controlled effusion cells held at a constant tem-
perature with the samples either kept at room temperature or
cooled by liquid nitrogen in the case of the VOPc deposition
(see Table I). The film growth was monitored in situ using
differential reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) [54,55], stopping
the deposition process as soon as a clear monolayer signal be-
came apparent. The P2O monolayer on Ag(111) was used as
deposited, i.e., additional annealing as in earlier experiments
[15] was not performed here. For the PTCDA samples, excess
molecules above one monolayer were removed by careful
annealing of the sample until only the most strongly bound
first molecular layer remained on the surface as indicated by

DRS. The VOPc film was gently annealed after warming to
room temperature while being monitored with LEED until a
well-ordered structure emerged.

LEED experiments were carried out using a dual
microchannel-plate LEED (OCI Vacuum Microengineering,
Inc.), all images were calibrated and corrected for distortions
using LEEDCal [33,56]. Spot positions in reciprocal space
were extracted using LEEDLab [57].

For STM measurements a JT-STM/AFM (SPECS Surface
Nano Analysis GmbH) was used equipped with an Ar+ sput-
tered tungsten tip and operated at 4.5 K.

An STM scan showing both the substrate (PTCDA, which
itself was predeposited on Ag(111)) and the adsorbate (VOPc)
was chosen. Further, two equally sized close-up views show-
ing either the substrate or the adsorbate structure were cut out
and Fourier transformed. The close-up view containing only
the PTCDA structure and the respective FFT were analyzed
for apparent lattice vectors, which still contain systematic
errors due the inherent and unavoidable distortions of the
STM image (e.g., shearing, stretching, compression). Upon
comparing those apparent lattice vectors to the lattice vectors
expected for the PTCDA monolayer on Ag(111), which are
known from the literature [17] and used in this work as a
benchmark for our indexing algorithm (cf. LEED data in
the Supplemental Material), we obtain a correction matrix
that is able to compensate distortions and linear calibration
errors typically present in scanning probe microscopy mea-
surements. By assuming the distortions to be describable by a
linear transformation over the whole scan, the same correc-
tion matrix can then be applied to other parts of the scan,
effectively using the substrate (here PTCDA) as a reference
structure for the calibration and for the determination of an
unknown adsorbate structure (here VOPc).

Reciprocal lattice vectors for the VOPc structure were then
determined from the features apparent in the respective FFT
by using LEEDLab, with the extracted centers of the FFT
features adjusted to the appropriate positions by use of the
above correction matrix.

The anatase films were grown on LaAlO3(100) substrates
by means of pulsed laser deposition at the APE beam line

TABLE II. Unit cell parameters a, b, γ for and resulting area of PTCDA/Ag(111) and P2O/Ag(111), experimentally obtained from LEED
experiments. The orientations of the a axis of the molecular lattices are specified by the angles �ϕ indicating rotation with respect to the
[1 1̄ 0] axis of Ag(111). Mean values and standard deviations of all parameter sets are calculated over all azimuthal orientations of each unit
cell. Additionally, the epitaxy matrices and their determinants are itemized. The expected values, if the elements of the epitaxy matrices are
rounded to the indicated values, are given in italics. Note that the lattice parameters for an as-deposited P2O monolayer, given here, differ in
fact from an annealed P2O monolayer [15] and from a comparatively thick P2O film on Ag(111) [26].

a (Å) b (Å) γ (°) Area (Å2) �ϕ (°) Epitaxy matrix M det(M)

PTCDA/Ag(111)

12.5879(15) 18.9364(12) 89.001(14) 238.32(2) 23.412(5)

(
4.9999 2.0000
0.9999 6.9990

)
32.995

12.5885 18.9379 88.998 238.36 23.413

(
5 2
1 7

)
33.000

P2O/Ag(111)

8.1683(48) 14.060(28) 92.446(77) 114.74(24) 6.670(80)

(
3.0000 0.3813
1.9998 5.5512

)
15.891

8.1693 14.0635 92.461 114.78 6.704

(
3 0.3813
2 5.5512

)
15.891
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of IOM-CNR at the synchrotron Elettra in Trieste [58]. For
details on this sample the reader is referred to preceding work
[59,60]. Cross-sectional TEM samples were then prepared
with a conventional polishing technique followed by dimpling
and ion milling [60]. For SAED a JEOL 2010 UHR TEM
was used, equipped with a field emission gun and operated
at 200 kV. The data was acquired with a Gatan CCD camera
with a resolution of 1024 × 1024 pixel using the Gatan
Microscopy Suite (GMS, v. 1.4). Spot positions of the SAED
pattern were extracted using LEEDLab [57], scaling was
carried out using a correction matrix determined from the
reflexes associated with LaAlO3 with the unit cell size taken
from the literature [61,62].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Regarding the following selection of experimental data, we
emphasize that the chemical nature of the samples is not of
particular importance for this work, which is instead focused
on 2D reciprocal lattices and the analysis thereof. By using
various kinds of adsorbate/substrate systems we underline the
universality of our method and deliberately do not restrict
ourselves to either organic or inorganic adlayers. Moreover,
our indexing algorithm can be equally applied to all kinds
of 2D patterns in reciprocal space where a crystallographic
indexing is required, e.g., electron diffraction data (such as
LEED, TED/SAED) and FFTs of scanning probe images.
Having thoroughly tested our method on the well-known
benchmark example of PTCDA on Ag(111) (see the Sup-
plemental Material [63]), we will now discuss several other
examples covering different application areas of our indexing
algorithm.

A. P2O on Ag(111)

In this work, an as-deposited P2O monolayer on Ag(111)
is examined, which differs structurally from an annealed P2O
monolayer [15] and from a comparatively thick P2O film on
Ag(111) [26]. Noticeably, Wang et al. reported LEED and
STM measurements of P2O on Ag(111), but they did not
elaborate on the epitaxial alignment between adsorbate and
substrate lattices by analyzing their data in reciprocal space
[70]. Judging from the P2O lattice parameters provided in
their paper (a = 8.1 Å, b = 15.9 Å, γ = 86◦) we suppose that
their structure differs from the one we discuss in the following.

Based on our LEED experiment, 70 reciprocal lattice vec-
tors could be obtained. The indexing procedure on these data
resulted in 12 solutions with individual lattice vectors a and
b, and two groups of azimuthal alignments, each with a 60°-
symmetry. About 85% of the observed diffraction points could
be explained by the reciprocal lattice vectors of the adsorbate.
By considering multiple scattering and including the recip-
rocal lattice vectors of Ag(111), all diffraction points could
be assigned, and the resulting lattice parameters were refined
(see Table II). The data demonstrate a point-on-line epitaxial
relationship [27] between monolayer and substrate. In Fig. 3,
the (qx, qy) positions of the extracted diffraction peaks and the
corresponding calculated values from the indexing result are
shown, itemized for multiple scattering of zeroth and higher
order and the different azimuthal alignments.

FIG. 3. Positions of experimentally determined diffraction peaks
of a P2O monolayer grown on Ag(111), obtained from a LEED
experiment at 35.5 eV (image contrast inverted and enhanced). Given
are the (qx, qy ) positions of the discernible diffraction peaks (black
dots). Results of the indexing of epitaxially grown oriented crystals
are also shown. Multiple scattering in the LEED experiment is dif-
ferentiated by contributions of zeroth (red circles) and higher order
(small blue circles). The extracted reciprocal unit cell vectors and the
corresponding spots are highlighted for one orientation only (black
arrows and open squares).

B. VOPc on PTCDA on Ag(111)

The lattice parameters of the substrate (here consisting of
a PTCDA monolayer that was predeposited on a Ag(111) sur-
face) are known from the literature [17,69] and summarized in
Table II. The STM image in Fig. 4 shows this PTCDA struc-
ture in the upper left corner. As explained in the Experimental
Details, this part of the STM scan was used to determine the
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FIG. 4. Positions of experimentally determined reciprocal space spot positions of VOPc grown on PTCDA/Ag(111) obtained from an STM
experiment via FFT. Given are the (qx, qy ) positions of the discernible FFT features (black dots). Results of the indexing are marked by circles.
The Moiré contrast in the STM image is differentiated by contributions of the substrate (PTCDA, red circles) and additional spots by the
adsorbate (VOPc, blue circles). Extracted real-space unit cell vectors are superimposed on the STM image for PTCDA (black) and the large
VOPc unit cell (white). The reciprocal lattice vectors of PTCDA are shown in the right panel (black arrows).

distortions – inevitably present in scanning probe microscopy
– by comparing the corresponding FFT to the LEED results. In
this manner, we calibrated the STM image by making use of a

known reference structure (i.e., PTCDA), and this distortion
correction was applied to the unknown adsorbate structure
(i.e., VOPc) in the same STM image.

TABLE III. Unit cell parameters a, b, γ for and resulting area of VOPc/PTCDA (large and small unit cell) and anatase/LaAlO3. The
orientations of the a axis of the molecular lattices are specified by the angles �ϕ indicating rotation with respect to the main axis of the
substrate. Additionally, the epitaxy matrices and their determinants are itemized. The expected values, if the elements of the epitaxy matrices
are rounded to the indicated values, are given in italics.

a (Å) b (Å) γ (°) Area (Å2) �ϕ (°) Epitaxy matrix M det(M)

VOPc/PTCDA (comprising 6 VOPc molecules)

31.021(45) 40.122(50) 107.57(8) 1187 −37.11(6)

(
1.9910 −0.9884
1.0137 1.9965

)
4.977

31.241 40.128 108.03 1192 −37.31

(
2 −1
1 2

)
5.000

VOPc/PTCDA (comprising 1 VOPc molecule)

13.940(63) 14.209(67) 90.88(26) 198.0 −64.33(19)

(
0.4971 −0.6634
1.0009 0.3354

)
0.831

14.011 14.181 90.74 198.7 −64.31

(
0.5 −0.6666
1 0.3333

)
0.833

Anatase/LaAlO3(100) (in cross section)
3.792(11) 9.454(25)a 90.01(10) 0.011(10) Not applicable

LaAlO3(100) (in cross section)
3.787(11) 3.787(11) 90.00(8) Not applicable

aNote that b is oriented perpendicular to the interface between anatase and LaAlO3(100), and thus neither an epitaxy matrix nor an area of the
surface unit cell can be assigned in this case.
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For the VOPc adlayer, highlighted in blue in Fig. 4,
336 reciprocal lattice vectors were obtained. Searching for
the smallest VOPc cell which can explain all diffraction
spots, we found the following parameters: a = 31.0221 Å,
b = 40.1221 Å, and γ = 107.573◦. The data demonstrate a
commensurate epitaxial relation between the VOPc mono-
layer and the PTCDA substrate (see Table III). This unit cell
comprises 6 VOPc molecules and is capable of explaining
the FFT features as well as the contrast observed in the
STM image. However, the same FFT pattern could also be
produced in theory by a unit cell with a lower number of
molecules, if the structure were to exhibit a Moiré contrast.
Thus, searching for a smaller unit cell, the following solution
could be found as well: a = 13.9408 Å, b = 14.2091 Å, and
γ = 90.878◦ (see Table III). By comparing the area of both
solutions, the smaller unit cell contains one VOPc molecule
instead of six. 91 diffraction peaks can be explained by the
adsorbate, the others by multiple scattering up to the third
order (see Fig. 4).

Whether the structure is a real supercell with symmetry
inequivalent orientations and/or positions of the six VOPc
molecules within the unit cell or whether the observed contrast
is an effect of the superposition of the two involved lattices,
i.e., a Moiré pattern stemming from the superposition of the
PTCDA and VOPc lattices, cannot be deduced solely from
the measurement of the latter. For the comparable system
of copper-II-phthalocyanine (CuPc, CAS No.: 147-14-8) on
PTCDA on Ag(111) a similar contrast modulation was found
by others and interpreted as the result of a supercell containing
6 CuPc molecules [71]. Given the similarity of both systems
we consider this to be the most plausible explanation for
VOPc as well.

C. Anatase on LaAlO3(100)

Finally, we demonstrate the capability of our algorithm to
analyze the epitaxy of an anatase (tetragonal) thin film grown
on a LaAlO3(100) substrate (pseudocubic), from an SAED
pattern that was acquired in cross section. From the present
pattern in Fig. 5, 35 reciprocal vectors were obtained. Two unit
cells with different parameters could be identified. Partially
overlapping, 27 diffraction peaks could be assigned to anatase,
and 17 diffraction spots were assigned to the substrate. In
Fig. 5, also the (qx, qy) positions of the extracted diffraction
peaks and the corresponding calculated values from the in-
dexing procedure for anatase and LaAlO3 are shown. The
obtained lattice parameters are listed in Table III. The out-
of-plane parameter b of the film is aligned with the anatase
[001] crystallographic orientation and was measured here to
be 9.454 Å, in good agreement with the corresponding param-
eter of the anatase unit cell, which is due to the very low lattice
mismatch between substrate and film (0.1%) [72]. This low
mismatch is further confirmed by the value for the in-plane
parameter a of the film, which has been found to be very close
to the value for LaAlO3 of 3.787 Å [62]. The excellent match
between the two crystals in their present orientation is also
reflected in the measured value for γ of almost exactly 90°.

FIG. 5. Positions of experimentally determined diffraction peaks
of the anatase thin film grown on LaAlO3(100) obtained from
an SAED experiment acquired in cross section (contrast inverted).
Given are the (qx, qy ) positions of the discernible diffraction peaks
(black dots). The results of the indexing of LaAlO3 and anatase
crystals are shown as red circles and small blue circles, respectively.
Each reciprocal lattice is represented by an independent set of vectors
drawn in red for LaAlO3 and blue for anatase.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we present an algorithm for indexing 2D
patterns in reciprocal space, which can be applied to all kinds
of experimental results where 2D reciprocal lattice vectors are
obtained. It is noteworthy that the algorithm is not limited to
experimental diffraction methods but can also be used for the
analysis of FFTs, achieved mathematically from real space
STM or AFM images with sufficient atomic or molecular
resolution.

We demonstrate the successful applicability for various
kinds of organic and inorganic adlayers for which the 2D
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reciprocal patterns were obtained by LEED, TED/SAED, or
FFT of respective STM images. In all those cases the 2D
reciprocal spot patterns could be fully explained and indexed
including even multiple scattering where necessary. From the
automatic indexing, the real space lattice parameters of all
adsorbates are obtained. In both LEED investigations, 12 unit
cells with the same lattice constants but different orientations
were identified. In the case of TED/SAED, two different unit
cells (LaAlO3 and anatase) could be assigned. Further, based
on a recent classification of epitaxy types [27], the specific
epitaxy types are identified, ranging from commensurate to
on-line coincident.

Our algorithm provides mathematical solutions to the im-
posed algebraic equation system, seeking for unit cells that
obey the crystallographic conventions and can explain all
reflexes lying within an a priori user defined tolerance, and
optimized to minimize the residual errors. Complex systems
comprising unit cells with different orientations or parameters
can be analyzed. It should be stressed, however, that in certain

cases, the definite solution must be selected from various
possible ones by imposing experimentally found boundary
conditions on the cell parameters.
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